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Effective Math Teaching Practices
• Establish mathematics goals to focus learning.
• Implement tasks that promote reasoning and problem solving.
• Use and connect mathematical representations.
• Facilitate meaningful mathematical discourse.
• Pose purposeful questions.
• Build procedural fluency from conceptual 

understanding.
• Support productive struggle in learning 

mathematics.
• Elicit and use evidence of  student thinking.

NCTM Principles to Actions: Ensuring Mathematical Success For All, 2014



What Are Number Talks?

Brief, regularly used routines during which 
students mentally solve computation 
problems and talk about their strategies

Emphasis on sense-making, not 
remembering

Emphasis on student thinking

Emphasis on strategy & structure

Requires the use of metacognitive skills and 
think-alouds by students



Why Do Number Talks?

“The depressing thing about arithmetic badly 
taught is that it destroys a child’s intellect, 
and, to some extent, his integrity.  Before 
they are taught arithmetic, children will not 
give their assent to utter nonsense; 
afterwards, they will.” – Walter Sawyer in A 
Mathematician’s Delight, 1961



Why Do Number Talks?

“Algorithms are remarkable tools;… but 
their very compactness “hides the meaning 
and complexity of the steps involved.”   --
Hyman Bass in Teaching Children 
Mathematics, 2003



Think - (Pair)- Share

Rate your knowledge & 
experience with number talks on 
a scale from 1- 6 

with 1 = little experience 
and  6 = lots of experience. 



8 Steps for Number Talks

1. Students put paper and pencils away and put their 
fists unobtrusively on their chests to show the 
teacher they are ready.

2. The teacher writes a problem on the board or 
document camera.

3. The teacher watches while students solve the 
problem mentally and put up their thumbs when they 
have had enough time to think.

--from Making Number Talks Matter by Cathy Humphreys & Ruth Parker, 2015



8 Steps for Number Talks - contd
4. When most thumbs are up, the teacher asks if 

anyone is willing to share what they think the 
answer is. She noncommittally records just the 
answer on the board and asks if anyone got a 
different answer, continuing to record each answer 
that is given.

5. When the teacher is satisfied there are no other 
answers, she asks if anyone can explain how he or she 
figured the problem out.

--from Making Number Talks Matter by Cathy Humphreys & Ruth Parker, 2015



8 Steps for Number Talks - contd
6. When volunteers begin to share their strategies, 

they first identify which answer(assuming different 
answers have been offered) they are defending.

7. After a student shares a strategy, there are several 
things a teacher might ask in order to work with that 
student’s thinking. 

8. Number talks don’t naturally end after 15 minutes; 
often, they can go much longer if you let them---and 
sometimes you may want to let them

--from Making Number Talks Matter by Cathy Humphreys & Ruth Parker, 2015



Student Roles

Know HOW and WHY

Clearly explain your thinking

Try to understand others’ thinking

Test new ideas

Welcome mistakes as a necessary 
part of learning



Dot Talks



Dot Talks



Dot Talks



Dot Talks



Teacher Roles

 Try NOT to explain
 Listen to what students say, not what 

we think they’re going to say
 Select problems that lend themselves to 

multiple strategies
With our questions, try to build on 

student thinking
 Establish a safe learning community



Teacher Roles:
Thoughts for Successful Number Talks

Be comfortable with plenty of wait time.

Think together AND Learn to listen.

Do number talks regularly. (ROUTINE)

Record thinking.

Make the most of multiple answers.

Help students learn to express themselves 
more clearly.



Teacher Roles:
Thoughts for Successful Number Talks

Gradually build to:

Probing deeper into student thinking

Clarity of academic language from 
students

Getting students to talk to each other 
without going through you.



Teacher (&Student) Talk Moves:

 Repeating: Teacher repeats some or all of what a 
student said. 

 Revoicing: Teacher asks someone to restate 
another student’s comment. 

 Reasoning: Teacher asks someone to apply their 
reasoning to someone else’s reasoning. 

 Adding On: Teacher asks students to add new 
thoughts to the conversation. 

 Waiting: Teacher uses wait time. 



Think - (Pair)- Share

As you think about doing number 
talks with your students, 
What things will you need to work 
on as the teacher?

What things will your students 
need to work on?



Examples of Number Talks



Number How many ways can you show 8?

Which ones could help us see 3 + 5 = 8?
Which ones could help us see 1 + 7 = 8?



Addition

Amaya: “I thought 6 
in my head and 
counted up.”

T: “How did you 
count?”

Amaya: “By Ones.”

6 + 7 



Addition

Samuel: “I said 6 and 
4 is 10 and I had 3 
more. I got 13.”

T: “Where did the 4 
come from?”

Samuel: “7 is 4 and 3”

T: “So you 
decomposed  into 4 
plus 3?”

6 + 7 



Multiplication

Vang: “I thought of 14 as 
10 & 4. Then I did 5 times 
10 and 5 times 4. So, 50 
and 20. 70.”

5 x 14 



Multiplication

Margaret: “I 
doubled 5 and 
halved 14. 10 x 6.  
It’s 60.”

5 x 14 



There’s a dance between supporting 
and stretching students’ 
understanding.



Multiplication

Teacher: “I thought 
of it kind of the way 
Vang did, except 
with a picture.

I knew 14 was 10 + 4.

Then I multiplied 5 x 
10 and 5 x 4.

So, I got 50 + 20.  My 
answer is 70.

5 x 14 



13 x 15 



(x+3)(x+5)



Fractions 8 x ¾ 

--from Making Number Talks Matter by Cathy Humphreys & Ruth Parker, 2015



Fractions 8 x ¾ 

--from Making Number Talks Matter by Cathy Humphreys & Ruth Parker, 2015



Fractions 8 x ¾ 

--from Making Number Talks Matter by Cathy Humphreys & Ruth Parker, 2015



Think - (Pair)- Share

How do you think you might be 
able to use number talks in your 
classroom?  What topics would 
you use? How would that connect 
to what your are teaching?



Key Components of Number Talks

Problems are purposefully selected.

All answers and strategies are valued and 
considered.

The math is done mentally as much as 
possible

The focus is on students’ thinking and 
strategies.

They will not go as planned. 



Potential Roadblocks

 What if I don’t understand what a student is saying?

 How can I get my students to move beyond the 
traditional algorithm?

 How can I get more even participation?

 What if I get confused or make a math mistake?

 How do I get buy in from older students?

 How can I get students to listen & talk to one 
another?



What should I do if a student’s answer or 
strategy is way off?

 Make certain actions and your words convey that mistakes 
are valued.

 Establish a norm of explaining their reasoning.

 By posting every answer initially, the correct answer 
usually presents itself

 Use turn & talk as a way to allow students with wrong 
answers time to explore what went wrong before talking in 
front of the whole class.

 Turn mistakes into investigations of common 
misconceptions…normalize mistakes and teach students 
how to handle them



What if I don’t know how to record a 
student’s thinking?

 Practice different common representations for 
certain topics (open # line, rectangular area 
model, ten-frame, number bonds, bar models, 
etc…).

 Listen before you start writing.

 Don’t be afraid to start, stop, and re-do (just 
think aloud for the students as you do this.

 Invite students to help you.



Moving Beyond
“Who thought of this in a different way?”

 Provide (& model using) question starters:

Why did you do _______?

Can you explain what you were thinking here?

What is simiiar/what is different?

Would this strategy work in any situation?

Is this an efficient strategy?

Do you see connections between the 
strategies?



Think - (Pair)- Share

What are some other potential 
roadblocks?  What are some 
strategies to address these?



Extending to Math Talks



Which One Doesn’t Belong



Which One Doesn’t Belong



Which One Doesn’t Belong



Using Solved Problems

• What’s the same & 
What’s different 
from how you solved 
the problem?

• Is this a valid 
strategy?

• Will this strategy 
work for any 2-step 
equation?

• When will this strategy 
result in fractions?



Using Solved Problems



Think - (Pair)- Share

How have you used solved problems 
and/or how might you use solved 
problems with students?



3 Read Protocol
A Strategy for Helping Students Access Word Problems



3 Read Protocol

1st Read:  What is this problem about?  
2nd Read: What are all of the numbers 

in this problem…or any words that 
mean numbers?

3rd Read: What are all of the ‘mathy’ 
questions you could ask about this 
situation?

Adapted from the work of Harold Asturias, Director of the Center for 
Mathematics Excellence and Equity at Lawrence Hall of Science, 
UC Berkeley



1st Read

Student Role: listen and think “What is this 
problem about?”…no numbers, just 
imagining the scene

Teacher Role:  Read the problem

Students Turn & Talk (Give them approx. 1 
min to discuss.)

Teacher surfaces & summarizes student 
conversations and clarifies any unfamiliar 
vocab



2nd Read

Student Role:  Read along with the teacher 
and think “What are all of the numbers or 
words that mean numbers?”

Teacher Role:  Choral Read the problem

Students Turn & Talk  (Give them approx. 40 
secs – 1 min to discuss.)

Teacher highlights the numbers with the 
units and draws a visual representation to 
connect to student responses



3rd Read
 Student Role:  Listen and think “What are all of 

the ‘mathy’ questions I could ask about this?”

 Teacher Role:  Read the problem or Have partners 
read to each other

 Give students a couple of sample questions that 
could be asked.  (Let them know it can be 
anything ‘mathy’ about the problem.)

 Students Turn & Talk  (Give them up to 5 mins to 
discuss depending on the time available.)

 Teacher highlights some of the suggested 
questions from easier/more obvious to 
harder/more “out of the box”



Let’s Try It Out – 1st Read



Let’s Try It Out – 2nd Read



Let’s Try It Out – 3rd Read

How many blue marbles are there?

How much weight does the bag need to 
hold if there are 700 marbles?

What’s the probability of randomly 
selecting a red marble?



Let’s Try It Out - Finish



Think - (Pair)- Share

Questions about the 3 Read 
Protocol?  Any anticipated 
challenges?



Questions?

bobbijoerb@icloud.com


